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Visual Studio Code Distilled: Evolved Code Editing for Windows, macOS, and LinuxApress, 2018

	
		Use Visual Studio Code to write and debug code quickly and efficiently on any platform, for any device, using any programming language, and on the operating system of your choice.

	
		Visual Studio Code is an open source and cross-platform development tool that focuses on code editing across a variety of development...
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Java Image Processing Recipes: With OpenCV and JVMApress, 2018

	
		Quickly obtain solutions to common Java image processing problems, learn best practices, and understand everything OpenCV has to offer for image processing. You will work with a JVM image wrapper to make it very easy to run image transformation through pipelines and obtain instant visual feedback. This book makes heavy use of the...
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Exploring Abstract Algebra With Mathematica®Springer, 1999

	This upper-division laboratory supplement for courses in abstract algebra consists of several Mathematica packages programmed as a foundation for group and ring theory. Additionally, the "user's guide" illustrates the functionality of the underlying code, while the lab portion of the book reflects the contents of the...
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Universities and Sustainable Communities: Meeting the Goals of the Agenda 2030 (World Sustainability Series)Springer, 2019

	
		The book showcases examples of university engagement in community initiatives and reports on the results from research and from a variety of institutional projects and programmes. As a whole, the book illustrates how actors at the community (microlevel) and other levels (meso and macro) can make valuable and concrete contributions to...
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Advanced Fixture Design Method and Its ApplicationSpringer, 2021

	
		This book uses kinematics, mechanics, mathematics, and so on, to systematically propose the fixturing performance evaluation and fixturing layout planning method. The proposed method is a novel method, including the analysis method of locating determination, the analysis method of workpiece stability, the analysis method of clamping...
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Effective Digital Learning: Transforming Traditional Learning Models to a Virtual WorldApress, 2021

	
		
			Traditional learning as we know it has evolved. Gone are the days when students need to travel to a physical location to learn. With the increase of mobile devices and broadband Internet services, learning can take place anywhere at any time. Effective Digital Learning is here to help you make the paradigm shift with...
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UML Distilled: A Brief Guide to the Standard Object Modeling Language (2nd Edition)Addison Wesley, 1999
Now widely adopted as the de facto industry standard and sanctioned by the
Object Management Group, the Unified Modeling Language (UML) is a notation
all software developers need to know and understand. However, the UML is a big
language, and not all of it is equally important. The award-winning first edition of
UML Distilled...
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The Transparency Edge: How Credibility Can Make or Break You in BusinessMcGraw-Hill, 2003
In The Transparency Edge, leadership expert Barbara Pagano  demonstrates that a clear and open business policy is a powerful management  tool. Backed by exclusive research of thousands of executives at Fortune 500  companies, this comprehensive guide to what-you-see-is-what-you-get leadership  shows you how to practice a transparent...
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ASP.NET CookbookO'Reilly, 2004
This new book provides a wealth of solutions to problems  commonly encountered when developing ASP.NET web  applications in the popular problem-solution-discussion   Cookbook  format. For every problem, there's a worked-out  solution or recipe a short, focused piece of code that web  developers can insert directly into their applications. This...
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XML in Theory and PracticeJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
XML is a powerful cross-platform mark-up language which has been readily adopted as a standard in many spheres of web and software development. Real benefits include its ease of integration into existing systems, the simplicity of using it in object-oriented environments and its wide applicability. Chris Bates shows how to use XML in modern...
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SQL CookbookO'Reilly, 2005
You know the rudiments of the SQL query language, yet you feel you aren't taking full advantage of SQL's expressive power. You'd like to learn how to do more work with SQL inside the database before pushing data across the network to your applications. You'd like to take your SQL skills to the next level.
 		

...
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Developing Java Beans (Java Series)O'Reilly, 1997
Java Beans is the most important new development in Java this year. Beans is the next generation of Java technology that not only adds features the language lacked, but also lets Java programs interoperate with a number of development environments. The initial release includes a bridge for Microsoft's ActiveX/COM; future releases will include...
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